37x765].responsible for their performance on your feet."
[39x801]you the package, making this statement: "We give no guar­
[39x838]after setting forth in glowing terms the beauty and durability
[40x454]territory or foreign nation where the
[40x537]der a direct guarantee as to the
[40x546]ing too much that seed be sold un­
[40x936]After reading a description in a beautifully, illustrated seed
[40x472]guarantee is given as to source of
[42x98]pensed with.
[40x79]major operation!
[50x610]This very condition provides the
[52x850]What would you think, Mr. Farmer, of a shoe dealer, who,
[52x728]Certainly, seed, about the most important article which the
[52x1561]The NEWS.
[107x1125]of the FEDERATED SEED SERVICE
[202x345]and operation of farm organizations
[202x300]it ought to excite no interest what­
[203x143]of 4,000 years, then I beg you to be­
[203x134]lieve that my deductions are correct.
[208x387]President, General Organization Com­
[253x380]pany, Chicago
[361x946]comes from Genesee county where
[362x748]strong. Ohio is far ahead of its fig­
[362x785]tracts amounting to more than 2,-
[363x803]000,000 pounds this year. Ohio
[363x493]of the church, of the chamber of
[364x370]me lay down this general principle:
[364x327]that principle has very seldom found
[365x195]county I once owned a farm in Ver­
[365x122]Mountains. I think 1 should make
[366x140]county I once owned a farm in Ver­
[366x122]Mountains. I think 1 should make
A UNITED FRONT FOR AGRICULTURE

The problems confronting us as farmers today are such as to require one best individual thought and to demand for their solution the joint thought and action of all of the organized forces of our state and national agricultural agencies and organizations. This is certainly no time for jealousies or misinterpretations to come in and hinder in any way the progress of any movements toward the relief of agriculture and the development of an efficient, modern and more satisfying rural life. Those who would for a single moment underestimate and tolerate any such spirit as this will also certainly be the enemies of the best interests of Michigan agriculture.

Holding the views above expressed, it is with no little satisfaction that we receive a report of a joint meeting of the M. A. C. and Michigan State Farm Bureau held recently for the purpose of discussing ways and means whereby the agricultural conditions and problems of the state might be improved. "The people of Michigan could be brought into a closer and more harmonious and more satisfying relationship with their state organization, and the legislature.

We were also glad to note that the Michigan State Farm Bureau was also represented at this conference and that its leaders are brightening behind the proposed program of closer and more complete co-operation. We have often thought that we could have all the required business, all the men, financial facili- tiating, all the high moral teachings and all the splendid educational advantages of the Extension Service of the College and the State Farm Bureau, but have not the brains before us to begin to strengthen it. If you agree with the program outlined above, together we can at least begin to turn the wheels of Michigan in such a way as to be profitable.

The leaders of the old parable of the father who called his sons together, and grasping a single ax, took it across his three sons to work, as a matter of fact of any of his sons could break it, which, of course, they could not. Then, said the father, illustrates the power of teamwork. The parallels apply to the larger interests in Michigan in this year of our Lord, 1925, quite as well as it did when Adam created man.

Lucius Wilson Says To 30,000 News Readers

A man who pays $1 or $2 to his county Farm Bureau does not join his state Farm Bureau. He has a right to know about anything that affects his farm and not wait until the state Farm Bureau has finished it before he knows about it. If he wants Michigan to work, he must have Michigan before he can begin to strengthen it. If you agree with the program outlined above, together we can at least begin to turn the wheels of Michigan in such a way as to be profitable.

The leaders of the old parable of the father who called his sons together, and grasping a single ax, took it across his three sons to work, as a matter of fact of any of his sons could break it, which, of course, they could not. Then, said the father, illustrates the power of teamwork. The parallels apply to the larger interests in Michigan in this year of our Lord, 1925, quite as well as it did when Adam created man.


discerns with his ax. This, said the father, illustrates the power of united strength.

Lucius Wilson wrote it soine centuries ago!—M. K.
RURAL FINANCE BILLS APPROVED BY LEGISLATURE

Appropriations Recommended By Bamroth At Desired Levels

NOON WRITES SENATORS

Resolutions Adopted by Board of Directors Help Win

Favorable Action

State Capitol, April 27—Other

important but minor bills

were passed in the legislative

sessions to-day. The Senate

approved the joint resolution

that declared the day of

April 27 to be Farm Bureau

Day. It was also reported

that the joint resolution

for the establishment of the

advisory commission for the

Department of Agriculture for

investigative services, which

was the only other bill

reported to-day, was not

passed by the Senate.

Mr. Burr was chairman of the

Senate. The vote was 31 to 19

for the resolution. He said

that it would be a good

thing for the state as a whole.

The resolution provided that

the Farm Bureau would

continue to be the

continuation of the eradication

campaign through the Senate

committees.

When the bills were returned

to the Senate, they were

passed by the House. The

Senate acted after receiving

the above letter from President

Franklin D. Roosevelt. The

President's letter was read to

the Senate and the resolution

passed by the Board of Directors

and approved.

The Senate passed by the

House three bills which

represented the legislative

mentions of the Farm Bureau's

requests granted.

Since the meeting of our

Directors, there have been

many acts of government that

have been passed.
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When We Analyze Ourselves It Is Usually Encouraging

By MRS. EDITH M. WAGAR
Editor, Community Work

As the director of the human material that otherwise grows and changes and shapes our achievements, it is this hour, overcrowded as the usual one is, with a solution of the situation that the majority are the children of the present are the breadwinners of today as we are the parents of tomorrow. The parents are serving others besides themselves in the same way that the old ones served each other. The revolution that helps is being fought out.

Need of It

It is evident, I think, that for the proper care of the child and later on in his position, there is a vast difference in the ideal and the individual. We have a great deal of money wasted and a great deal of effort wasted because the ideal has not become the individual. Our laws are not nearly as strong as our ideals.

Surnames Nature is Permanent

One of the best things that I have learned in the eulogizing of the child and later on in the eulogizing of the young men is that there is a part that computers can enter so that we can have the best results. If we have a complete ideal and that part be our ideals, it is necessary to get the best one there is.

The provision will prevent the success of any one township or city. I have heard that there is a part in the Farm Bureau's legislation.

Consider the Knowledge

Whenever we are put to some public service that requires judgment, there is a much better position for us than in our own. It is with the knowledge of our cases that we can get the best results. It is necessary to get a complete ideal.

How to Work

I will recall the man who has been the first of us, so that the success of any man is due to the success of the whole. It is necessary to get the best one there is.

Physio health day Urged for May 1

Physical Exam. Sought For Children Entering School

PROD. No. 1968, Rev. April 1, 1925

State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

When the Michigan Live

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU SUPPLY SERVICE

Department store, 1926-27

In the midst of contention as to

Michigan State Fair

The rural poultry farmer

The Rural Poultry Farmer

When purchased through the Michigan Farm Bureau Supply Service. The savings on most casualties will be more than pay for the new tube, in some instances much more. On top of that, a

Big Discount to Farm Bureau Members!

On Pennsylvania Vacuum Cup Tires and Tubes, everywhere known as a standard of quality and performance. You can count on them for the longest, trouble-free mileage on roughest roads. We offer them in these styles:

Fabrics, Regular and Oversize Cords and Balloons

For prices, write the type and style you desire and we will mail you one sample of each. Also note that free samples of this cup tires and tubes are not available. The Department store, 1926-27

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU SUPPLY SERVICE

LANSING, MICH.